E-Learning Course Title: Testamentary Succession
Registration Fee (including GST):- 1500/About eLearning Program: This course intends to give information on Wills. Who can make them, how they are written or
constructed, who can be appointed to carry out the provisions of the Will and how property and
other assets can be left to beneficiaries as per The Indian Succession Act, 1925.
E-Learning Course Coverage
To achieve these course objectives, this course consists of the following 4 modules:
Module 1- Person Capable of Making a Will
Module 2- Construction of Wills
Module 3- Bequests and Legacies
Module 4-Appointment of Executor and his Duties
Register to learn (Key Learnings’ in bullet points)
Module 1- Person Capable of Making a Will


To understand who is legally capable of making a Will



To understand what is meant by Sound of Mind



To understand Free Will



To know Suspicious circumstances within the construction of a Will.

Module 2- Construction of Wills


To know the language required to write a Will



To understand the ‘Intention’ of the testator



To understand and interpret the wordings of the Will




To know about the assets and other properties that can be bequeathed by the Will
To understand the persons or institutions to whom the Legacy can be made

Module 3- Bequests and Legacies


To understand what is a Bequest or Legacy



To interpret a Will based on the intention of the testator



To understand alternative/onerous bequests



To understand conditional/impossible or illegal bequests

Module 4- Appointment of Executor and his Duties


To understand the meaning and position of the Executor



To know the criteria required to be fulfilled to be appointed an Executor of Wills



To understand the duties of the Executor



To know the liabilities of the Executor
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